
The Sanctuary for  Celestial Empowerment 

Home of  New England’s First TACHYON HEALING CHAMBER 

Sundays  
1 pm to 5 pm 
September 29, 2019  
October 27, 2019 
November 17, 2019  
December 1, 2019 
January 12, 2020 

Learn basics of Tachyon, Zero Point Energy & Quantum Physics 
Tachyonized Products & Healing Tools for purchase 
Participate in a Seeing is Believing Demonstration 

Discover how to Tachyonize your own products 
No Cost to Enter—Pre-Registration Gets one Raffle Ticket for Door Prizes 

Visit: https://celestialempowerment.com/calendar-events to register 

Celeste Emelia Mattingly, LCSW 
Integrative Psychotherapist, Healing Facilitator,  

Creator of Celestial Psychology® 
10 Grassmere Avenue, Sweet Suite #300 

West Hartford, CT  06110 

860-586-8700 

to join our mailing list Text TSCE to 22828 or visit  

https://celestialempowerment.com 

News Brief: There is no denying; we are being bombarded daily with environmental and spiritual pollu-
tants, as well as, harmful Electro-Magnetic Frequencies (EMFs) from our cell phones, computers, micro-
waves, TVs, other electronic devices. And very soon we might be contending with the highest and most 
harmful frequency ever—5G!! Towers may well be on every corner. 
Please attend my Tachyon Field Days to discover, not only how to protect yourself and your loved 

ones—but also, how to reverse the effects of pollutants, entropy/aging, and EMFs with positive Tachyon 

Energy frequencies. You will learn about the procedure and the immense benefits of the Healing & Anti-

Aging Meditation Sessions in the Tachyon Chamber.  

http://www.celestialempowerment.com
http://www.celestialempowerment.com


Reported and documented benefits of spending time inside a TACHYON CHAMBER and surround-

ing ourselves with Tachyon frequencies:  

• Harmonizes and reverses the harmful effects* of Electro Magnetic Fields (EMFs)** in the physical body and energetic aura field 

• Provides negative ions needed for healthy functioning of body, mind, and spirit 

• Drops all resistance to being in a healed state 

• Promotes positive desire to heal 

Body 

• Reverses entropy – the primary cause of aging 

• Assists body in a gentle detoxification 

• Decreases pain and lethargic symptoms 

• Increases stamina 

• Promotes peak performance 

• Tachyon works with your DNA to repair, renew and upgrade the DNA 

• Natural healing accelerates; replenishing, recharging, and rejuvenating the physical body’s cells, tissues, and organs of body sys-
tems, such as:  

• Muscular, skeletal, circulatory, nervous, lymphatic, respiratory, endocrine, digestive, urinary, reproductive 

• Multiple sessions may be required for more serious imbalances. 

Mind 

• Clears mental field and charges with light particles 

• Memory and concentration increase, Promotes deep relaxation, Deepens meditation, Increases intelligence 

• Increases focus, Relieves depression, Promotes positive sense of well being and joy 

• Releases energy blocks from the past, present, and future 

Spirit 

• Clears at least 12-layers or more of auric field 

• Charges at least 12-layers or more of auric field with light particles 

• Restores chakras and meridians to “Healthy Zero Point”  

• Strongly amplifies intentions, Enhances manifestation capabilities 

• Amplifies efficacy of crystals, gemstones, and healing tools 

• Profoundly promotes spiritual development, Opens up spiritual channels especially Ajna (3rd eye) 

• Develops intuitive, psychic, and paranormal abilities, Accelerates evolutionary and ascension processes 

 

 

Don’t be shy- attend the Tachyon Field Day Events as often as you’d like. 
Tachyon Healing Frequencies are the wave of the future and we need them more than ever to be 

available to all, worldwide. 
 

You will see a power-point presentation titled “Bringing Energy into Matter” for learning some basics of Quantum 
Physics, Tachyon, and Zero Point Energy. You are invited to handle the products and sit under the powerful Tachyon 
Generator (installed in May of 2019) to experience its intensity. The most exciting moment for previous participants 
in Tachyon Field Days has been their personal experience of bringing energy into matter by bending a fork—with 
the Seeing is Believing Demonstration. 
During the afternoon we also review exciting testimonies from Tachyon Chamber participants and Tachyon-Living 
product users. We even get an opportunity to discover how to Tachyonize our belongings, and where to purchase 
(distributorships available) official Tachyon-Living products. 
 

Celeste says, “Surrounding myself and The Sanctuary for Celestial Empowerment with Tachyon-Living prod-
ucts since March of 2018 has been the best investment that I have ever made. The installation of New England’s 
First Tachyon Healing and Anti-Aging Chamber has been an immeasurable blessing for everyone.”  
 

The Celestial Empowerment Tachyon Chamber is located within The Sanctuary for Celestial Empowerment.  

 

**Harmful EMFs are generated by microwave ovens, cell phones, high tension wires, computer screens, routers, appliances, television, 
and other electronic devices. 

*Harmful Effects of EMFs include but are not limited to: exhaustion, confusion, distraction, brain fog, ill health, dizziness, redness, tingling, heart 
palpitations, digestion issues, concentration issues, burning sensations, tumor growth and cancer, sense of feeling unwell. 


